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SUMMARY 

In contemporary architecture museum buildings have 

significant roles with regard to their public and urban 

effects. In this dissertation, it is suggested a design lor 

the transformation of MAMAC Building in Liege, Belgium 

into CIAC Building that will host the International 

Exhibition in 2017. The state of the island as being in the 

center of transportation networks as well as being 

isolated from the city is evaluated as complexity in 

simplicity when the analyses are conducted on the city 

and the island where the museum will be located. The 

conclusion drawn affected the concept stage of the 

design. 

Firstly, a classica! 191
h century building, MAMAC is 

investigated. There reached the conclusion that museum 

composed of a prismatic volume with front façade do not 

reileet a public space. The deduction is made regarding 

the conceptsof "see and being seen" of public space and 

in this respect the transparency subject is discussed. The 

transformed CIAC Building at first sight seems like a 

simple glass box however in the basis of the design there 

lies the stratification of phenomenal transparency. 

Actually, in the design there designed the layers not a 

new volume. 

Keywords: public space, 19th century facade, seen and 

being seen, transparency, simplicity and complexity, 

literal and phenomenal. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

This thesis will be a critica! inquiry into the architectural 

importance of museum buildings by designing an 

extension to the MAMAC (Museum of Modem and 

Contemporary Art) in Liege, Belgium. This extension 

does nol only extend the size of the museum, but also it 

must improve the international status of it. The museum 

has expressed ambitions to enlarge its international 

influence. The new name of the museum, Centre 

International d'Art et de Culture {CIAC), has also reflected 

ambitions to en large its international influence. 

The importance of MAMAC for this study comes trom the 

very tact that International Expo in 2017 will be held in 

this building. Considering this role, both urban and public 

qualities of museum buildings are investigated. 

In contemporary architecture, museums play a significant 

role in creating the new faceslimages of the cities. As an 

outcoma of contemporary construction technology and 

design understanding, museums define a domain tor the 

architacts to reveal their originality. I.M. Pei expressas 

this situation as follows: ''The best civic project is a 

museum. The museum has been my preferenee because 

it sums up everything." 1 

Accordingly, the definition of museums trom past to 

present, why today museums evoke churches, what 

delermines the museum typologies and the changes 

conduced by museums with contemporary architecture 

on building and urban context are investigated. 

1 I.M.Pel, preface the book I.M. Pei, Architect, New York,2008 in P. 
Jodidio, "Architecture Now- Museums•, Taschen, Cologne, 2010, p. 
NI 
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1.1. The meaning of the 'Museum' 

In contemporary architecture museum buildings have 

transformed into a social space where citizens gather tor 

cultural activities trom a space visited only to see art 

work. Historically the museum concept dated back to 

antiquity had the aim of informing, even had the tunetion 

of universities however, today the situation is different. 

The museums of today have the duty of not only 

informing but also creating a social gatheling medium for 

the public. While creating this social medium each 

architect based on the architectural content created 

various discussion platforms. For instance, at 

Guggenheim Museum of Frank Gehry in Bilbao, this 

pioneered the contemporary museology and leads the 

redefinition of relationship of the museum and the city. In 

this museum, criteria as construction, material and form 

are more put forward in respect to the relations with 

urban texture and architectural-structural content of the 

building, thus, leading a discussion on authentic 

architecture. 

As in Guggenheim Museum, several museums embrace 

their publies enthusiastically and opportunities tor 

knowledge, inspiration, enjoyment and information are 

created in a social place. 

A museum is defined by the International Council of 

Museums as a permanent institution in the service of 

society and of its development, open to the public, which 

collects, conserves, researches, communieales and 

exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity 

and its environment, for the purposes of education, study, 

and enjoyment. 2 

Among these five designated roles, collecting and 

exhibiting have specific significanee because, museums 

have a parallel history that evolves both logether with and 

in addition to the individual progress of these two 

identified functions. 

2 <http://icom.museum/ethics.html>, accessed at 6.3.2011 . 
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Collecting proparty was at first concameet with Antiquity.3 

The first celebrated example in the history of the classica! 

collecting tradition is the famous building that was 

constructed by Plolemy 11 Philadelphus in Alexandria in 

Egypt in the 3~<~ century BC. 4 Though the Musaeum at 

Alexandria did not have a coneetion of sculpture and 

painting presenled as works of art, it did have a room 

devoted to the study of anatomy and an instanation for 

astronomical observations.5 Access to the sacred temples 

of the Muses was limited to an elite and exclusive public.6 

Rather than simply a museum in the sense that has 

developed since the Renaissance, it was a univarsity 

which is the naarest equivalent in the 21st century? 

In the early 16111 century, the first special setting for the 

display of Antiques was provided by Bramante in 

3 N. Pevsner, "A Hlstory of Building Types•, Thames and Hutson 
Ltd., London, 1997, p. 111 
• G. Camln, "MUSEUMS- Masterpieces of Architecture In the 
World", Valencia, 2007, p.13 
5 <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musaeum> 
• G. Camin, "MUSEUMS- Masterpieces of Architecture in the 
World", Valencia, 2007, cover page. 
7 <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musaeum>, accessed at 5.3.2011 

Vatican.8 The Vatican Museums ware not open to the 

public, but it is evident from many reports and 

descriptions that with soma introduetion any gentleman 

could get in. In Vienna, the collections ware opened 

properfy on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays to 

anyone "with clean shoes".9 

Forthelater sixteenth century, several innovations are to 

be noted. First, the word "museum" appears, which, it will 

be remembered had already been applied in Hellenistic 

Alexandria to the whole cultural precinct which included 

the library. 10 

In the 18111 century, by the dramatic advance of opening in 

doors to the public,11 the museum gradually developed 

into one of the most important and complex metaphors of 

all human civilization and society, whose principal 

• N. Pevsner, 'A Hlstory of Building Types•, Thames and Hutson 
Ltd., London, 1997, p. 111 
8 N. Pevsner, 'A Hlstory of Building Types•, Thames and Hutson 
Ltd., London, 1997, p. 117 
10 N. Pevsner, "A Hlstory of Building Types", Thames and Hutson 
Ltd., London, 1997, p. 111 
11 N. Pevsner, "A Hlstory of Bullding Types", Thames and Hutson 
Ltd., London, 1997, p. 111 
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responsibilities entail !he true recognition, preservation, 

and publicizing of !heir contents.12 

As a result, existed since Hellenistic Alexandria period as 

an even!, museums became open to public by 181
h 

century. Exhibition, starled with anatomical 

demonstrations and an installation lor astronomical 

observations, today came to a different point where 

subjects needing different exhibition arrangements 

painling, photography, sculpture, experimental artwork, 

video, new media, glass and so on are conserved. In the 

past, while !he word museum reminded of Vatican 

museums, today museums became significant public 

buildings having different approaches in urban context

design-exhibited object interrelation. 

12 G. Camin. "MUSEUMS· Masterpieces of Architecture in the 
World". Valencia, 2007. cover page. 

1.2. Reptacement of Churches with Museums 

Museums in the past had been !he place that upper class 

of !he society went to leam while the churches were the 

place where the people gathered regardless of !heir 

social class. However, today museums symbolized a new 

kind of communal building. The new museum buildings 

were called !he cathedrals of our time.13 

In !he study of Pierre Bourdieu and Alain Darbel 

conducted in 1969, what the idea of an art gallery 

suggests to each social class is investigated. In Table 1, 

of !he places lisled below which does a museum remind 

you of most? 14 

13 V. Maggnago Lampugnani and A. Sachs "Museums ForA New 
Millenium_ Concept Projects Buildings"; Edited By; Munich, 
London, New Vork; Preste!. 1999; p.12 
14 J . Berger, "Ways of Seeing", United Statesof America. 1977, p. 
24 
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Table 1. Percentage of building types which are seen as 

an art gallery 

Manual Skilied and Professional 

Workers White collar and upper 

workers managerial 

% % % 

Church 66 4S 30.5 

Library 9 34 28 

Lecture Hall - 4 4.5 

Department - 7 2 

store or 

entrance hall in 

public building 

Church and 9 2 4.5 

Library 

Church and 4 2 -
Lecture Hall 

Library and - - 2 

Lecture Hall 

None of 4 2 19.5 

these 

No reply 8 4 9 

100 (n=53) 100 (= 98) 100 (=99) 

Source: Pierre Bourdieu And Alaln Darbel, L'Amour de I'Art, 

EdHions de MinuH,Paris 1969, Apendix 4, Tabla 8 

The study that the results are given in the Table1 is 

conducted in 20111 century,i.e. in the period of the intense 

researches and discussions on museum architecture like 

Guggenheim Museum by Frank Llyod Wright ofat New 

Vork in 1959, Central tinland Museum by Alvar Aalto at 

Finland in 1962, Whitney Museum by Marcel Breuer at 

New Vork in 1966, Centra Le Gorbusier by Le Gorbusier 

at Zurich in 1967 and KimbeU Art Museum by Louis I. 

Kahn at Texas in 1972. And in this period tor all social 

classes, museums evoke the churches. 

As stated by Vittorio Maggnago Lampugnani and 

provided in the table trom the book of John Berger, 

museums evoke the sense of churches tor people. In this 

connotation between two completely different building 

types, both increasing transition trom religion to more 

science and culture and the rasambiance of the urban 

settiement logies of churches and museums play 

significant role. Apart trom the examples of substitution, 

there are examples where museums and churches are 

mergeel into one place as Vatican. 

13 



The raasons of the substitution of churches by museum 

are considered from two different points of view and the 

settiement deelslons of churches are taken as relatively 

more important factor. In the Middle Ages that church 

construction accelerated, and the builders of them were 

rnasans and carpenters. As Christians, they knew only 

that secular space had to look unlike sacred space. This 

happened as the secular buildings of these cities grew 

jumbled together, the streets twisted and inefficient, while 

the churches were carefully sited, their construction 

precise, their design elaborately calculated. A center was 

the place of the definition in the city, a precisely made 

place where the World ru/ed, in contrast to the flux of the 

secular. Furthermore, it oftered refuge and sanctuary 

from the violanee that infected the rest of the city. The 

Christian builder created a center with these qualities in a 

particular way.15 

Museums in a city either are located in city centers or the 

area where the design is realized becomes a new center. 

16 R. Sennett, "The Conscience of the Eye:The Design and Social 
L/fe of Cities•, London, 1992, p. 12 

One of the raasons for the museums' definition of a 

central area is its direct appeal to general public rather 

than its elite eensurners in the ear1y periods of 

museology. By this way, cultural level of the public has 

increased and museums have aroused curioslty thus 

attracting more visitors. 

There are two ways to draw attention to a physical object, 

as there are in language: through emphasis or through 

discontinuity. Emphasls is an act that veers toward 

exaggeration.16 The church neither emphasized nor 

concentraled within its walls all the actlvities of the city. 

lnstead, the builder drew attention to the spiritual center 

by creating a discontinuity.17 

While it was possible for churches to draw attention 

through discontinuity only, for museums it is hard to 

advocate the si mi lar case. Beside discontinuity, emphasis 

also become a significant design criterion, since in Middle 

16 R. Sennett, "The Conscience of the Eye:The Design and Social 
Life of Cities·, London, 1992, p. 13 
17 R. Sennett, "The Conscience of the Eye:The Design and Social 
Life of Cities·, London, 1992, p. 14 
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Ages churches being only engineered structures were 

already differentiated from other buildings around. By 

designing churches more splendid and monumental than 

other buildings around it. the greatness of the god and 

the diminutiveness of mankind were emphasized. 

However, museums being public spaces that care the 

human scale need an identity designated by inviting 

rather than overbearing affectation. Discontinuity alone 

does nol mark the location of the museums in a city. 

Some contemporary museum designs with the help of 

new construction techniques no longer utilize the 

common simple forms as square, rectangular or sphere 

and with their new form they emphasize their own 

existence in a way creating new central points. In other 

words, in the past discontinuity had been sufficient to 

draw attention to big scale buildings like churches, 

however, today both emphasis and discontinuity have 

been used for museums for the same purpose. 

New museums like Frank Gehry's Guggenheim Museum, 

Daniel Libeskind's Jewish Museum, Moshe Saldie's Yad 

Vashem Museum in Jerusalem, Zaha Hadid' s Vitra 

Design Museum, Santiago Callatrava's Museu de les 

Ciencies, Jean Nouvel's Musee du Quai Branly and UN 

Studio's Mercedes-Benz Museum are the representative 

examples designed by using notion of emphasis. These 

buildings have been designed not merely as places to 

display and preserve historica! memories, but rather as 

true monuments and memorials. The museums of these 

architacts are contemporary cathedrals, which establish a 

spiritual bond with the space that they occupy, somelimes 

bordering on the immaterial. 18 

18 G. Camin, "MUSEUMS- Masterpieces of Architecture in the 
World", Valencia, 2007, p.17 
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1.3. Museum Typologies 

In the ear1y penod of museology, museum buildings had 

the duty of only conserving and displaying artwor1<. There 

needed wall surfaces for these purposes. In order to 

conserve, on those walls there opened no windows and 

light was provided in a controlled way from the top. In this 

way, there emerged a museum building as fellows: 

"The classic museum is structured as fellows: four walls, 

light from above, two doors, one for those who enter and 

the other for those who exit."19 

In later years, a box in which works are placed did not 

function well for different exhibition arrangements. For 

both representation of displayed objects and spectacular 

architecture the requirements of museum buildings have 

started to differ. 

10 M. Lüperts, "Kunst und Architektur·, in Neue Museumsbauten 
in der Bundesreublik Deutschland (Frankfurt/Main), 1985, pp. 30-
33 in V. Maggnago Lampugnani and A. Sachs Museums, •For A 
New Millenium_ Concept Projects Buildings"; Edned By; Munich, 
London, New York; Preste!, 1999; p.13 

Museum typologies can be investigated under the 

following headings from architectural point of view: 

1. Cultural Complexes, 

2. National Museums and Gallenes, 

3. Museums of Contemporary Art, 

4. Museums of Science, Technology and lndustry, 

5. Civic and Single- Thema Museums, 

6. Gallenes and eentres of Contemporary Art. 20 

As the museums of the recent generations have many 

facilities inside the building, the typology has tumed into 

graat cultural complexes communicating with the public. 

These types of spaces are generally connected to each 

other under a huge she//letting the visitors to use it for 

different kind of activities. Faderation Square Building in 

Melboume designed by LAB Architecture is an example 

to complex museum buildings invalving cultural 

institutions, art gallenes, city visitor information centra, 

retail spaces, and civic spaces like shops, restaurants 

and cafes. (2) National Gallenes are another kind of 

"' J.M. Monater, "New Museums", Longman Group, Architecture 
and Design Technology Press, London, 1990, p. 7-30 
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museums where the collections belong to a country. 

These buildings express the idea of a nation charged with 

politica! and ideological degrees. They can explain the 

menumental architecture housing collections under an 

administrative structure. National Gallery in London is an 

example to types of national museum kinds. (3) 

Contemporary art museums are the spaces where the 

artworks of contemporary art are colleeled and exhibited. 

As these buildings are the symbols of new design 

approaches, the architecture of !hem also reflects the 

changes brought by new technologies. The artworks are 

intended to be exhibited in an entirely new building or in 

the extensions of historica! buildings to be able to 

respond lor the extra space demand.(4) Museums of 

Science, Technology and lndustry are places where the 

collections may differ in scales. This affects the space 

requirements of the interior. These buildings can be 

designed as neutral, flexible containers housing 

collections. The recent examples like Phaeno Science 

Museum by Zaha Hadid at Wolsburg, Germany present 

an extremely high level of technology trom the technica! 

details of the building to the sophistication of the 

equipments. (5) Civic and single theme museums are the 

sorts of museums where the design is based on 

compartmentalization of space and supporting elements 

specifically lor each of the collection or artwork. In this 

kind, the building itself is nol of great importance while 

the interior space only defines the character of the 

exhibition. (6) The remaining last group of museums is 

named as galleries and centers of contemporary art. This 

typology is similar to contemporary art museums but the 

ditterenee is that they are commissions which are 

private.21 

According to the definitions above, the transformation of 

MAMAC Building into CIAC is investigated under two 

headings: Contemporary Art Museum and Cultural 

Complex. lts role in exhibiting the contemporary artworks 

and to emphasizing new design approaches make it be 

considered as Contemporary Art Museum while due to its 

location on the island it can be named as Cultural 

Complex. lts situation is defined as "in an island" inslead 

21 J.M. Monater, "New Museums", Longman Group, Architecture 
and Design Technology Press, London, 1990, p. 7·30 
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of "under a huge shell". The island is an important factor 

tor the classification because in the island the extensions 

are not only designed as an exhibition space, but also as 

an active and multipurpose cultural center, with an array 

of facilities, such as auditorium, café and workshop areas 

tor educational activities. 

The factor that makes CIAC more than a museum, i.e. 

cultural complex is its hosting position for International 

Expo in 2017. The international exhibitions have played a 

significant role in the development of a global culture 

which is revered at various platforms for its powertul role 

in augmenting the revenues and marketing the image and 

the culture of the nations from around the world. This is 

the main reason that international exhibitions are 

empirica! for almost all countries of the wortd.22 For 

instance, Crystal Palace designed for first International 

Expo should be investigated. The palace is designed by 

Joseph Paxton in London in 1850-51. 

22 <http://ezinearticles.com/?lntemationai-ExhibHions-and-Their
Effectiveness&id=5191467>, accessed at 10.2.2011 

According to Tony Bennett, Crystal Palace suggests the 

emblem of an architectural series in its continuing 

concern with the display of objects toa great multitude.23 

Also, Helen Sealing states that "container" tunetion of 

building comes trom the clarity of its structure which 

enables the display of variety of objects with various 

scales and event types. A large open space acting as a 

multifunctional space in a form of shell necessitates 

architectural intervention with the envelop collections.24 In 

the twentieth century exhibition spaces, this idea of 

container evolved into the need for huge spaces for 

maximum flexibility and unlimited programmatic use.25 

There are some similarities and ditterences between the 

first host building of International Expo, Crystal Palace 

and CIAC building being designed for 2017 Expo. 

Different from buildings that lack in architectural 

23 T. Bennett, "The Exhibitionary Complex, The Birth of the 
Museum: history, theory, polities•, Routledge, London and New 
Vork, 1995, p. 65 
24 Searing, Helen, "The Development of a Museum Typology," 
Susan Stephen, ed. Building The New Museum, The Archltectural 
League of New Vork, Princeton Architectural Press, 1986, p. 18 
26 J . Montaner, "New Museums·, Princeton Architectural Press, 
1990, p. 20 
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expression of eclectic and technological anitude of !heir 

times, Crystal Palace was very innovative in the sense of 

davaloping the construction technique of its time. The 

building itself and displayed objects inside had merged 

into one experience: the greatness of the structure and 

the very first perception of newty experienced material, 

glass. 

With the isolated space set up in a visible area like Hyde 

Park, Crystal Palace shows similarities with CIAC's 

isolated location at Bovene Park in the city. The main 

ditterenee is that as described above Crystal palace had 

the container tunetion by the clarity of structure and 

multifunctional space in different scales while this was nol 

valid for CIAC. CIAC building has clear volume and 

clarity; too, however inner space enables the exhibition of 

big objects only in some areas rasuiting in restricted 

flexibility for their exhibition. On the other hand, Crystal 

Palace started the discussions on volume-space

perimeter- interior- exterior. The features of massive walls 

that separate outside and inside, that carry load, those 

are opaqua depending on the material were ignored by 

Paxton. Especially, Paxton used the systematic 

transformation of load carrying wall construction and the 

loss of load carrying capability of the walls with the 

metamorphosis consciously.26 In CIAC Building in place 

of perimeter, the boundary concept is predicated on. 

Inslead of using a means of material differentiation like 

ÇEPER, an abstract concept of limit that does not disturb 

the relation with existing building and park and even 

ennehing this relation with different percaptions is used. 

Aftar the differentiation in museum typologies with 

respect to displayed objects, different programs emerged 

by the articulation of exhibition/presentation program of 

museum building context in post-modem period. 

The post-modem museums of our age have become 

cultural magnets, drawing huge crowds, becoming even 

more dynamic places in which the visitor nol only finds 

collections to admire, but also events and situations in 

20 J. Ochshorn, "On the Disappearance of Monolithic Wa/Is: 
Meditations on a Brick, • Making Environments: Technology and 
Design, 1992, p.H-20 
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which to participate and interact.27 With the increase in 

population of visitors to cultural buildings, museum 

activities combined with other activities so they turned 

into conceived centers of educational facilities and 

consumption with the needs of shops, restaurants, 

auditoria and spaces for temporary exhibitions.28 Also, it 

now contains restoration workshops, conservalion 

departments, lecture halls, computer rooms, libraries and 

offices; and still more: retail shops, a cafetaria and 

kitchens. Consequently visitors who enter the museum 

often follow a long and complicated path past shops, 

cashier, information kiosk and cafetaria, before they 

reach the art in the gallery. In the modem museum, 

"archetype" has therefore little to do with farm. lnstead, 

the archetypal is found, if at all, in pattems of arranging 

functional areas such as reception, exhibition, 

conservation, and storage. 29 As John M. Armleder says 

that in 'I Just Want More': 

27G. Camln, "MUSEUMS- Masterpisces of Architecture in the 
World", Valencia, 2007, p.14 
28Greub S., Greub T., 2007, Museums in the 21 st Century
Concepts, Projects, Buildings, Prestel Verlag, Munich. 
29 V. Maggnago Lampugnani and A. Sachs Museums, "ForA New 
Millenium_ Concept Projects Buildings"; Edited By; Munich, 
London, New Vork; Preste!, 1999; p.22 

'Visitors spend more time in upgraded museum 

cafeterias and shopping mails than in the actual 

exhibition halls, which serve as a quick segue to a 

catalog purchase."30 

As a result, visitors of the museum come not only to see 

the artwork displayed but also to experience the building. 

Fortheir experience somelimes a coffee trom a café or a 

lecture that they listen mediates. However, the visitors 

those come only for a caffee, shopping or a lecture by 

executing these secondary programs onle experience the 

appearance of additional museum building. The focal 

point of the design covers the exhibition hall and the 

secondary programs are kapt outside the main building. 

By this way, the ones that want to experience the design 

have to meet up with the main program of the museum, 

the art. 

30 V. Maggnago Lampugnani and A. Sachs Museums, "ForA New 
Millenium_ Concept Projects Buildings"; Edited By; Munich, 
London, New Vork; Preste!, 1999; p.2B 
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1.4. Museum and the City 

Museums are one of the most desirabie commissions for 

architecture acting as the triggering points of the regions 

that they are built by defining the meeting point and social 

and economical image of the city. Museum architecture 

can be seen as a distinguishing emblem for a city and in 

many cases as a landmark for the environment. The 

design of a museum carries graat importance as they can 

act like a catalyst of economie and social status, urban 

program and settiement fortheir environment. 

Museums give cities a new face and new life.31 The 

architecture combines the typology of a museum with the 

typology of an urban meeting point. A museum building 

can also act like a catalyst for economical revival in an 

urban area or in a city. In previous times, it was only the 

exhibition that salienced in a museum building but now, 

31 V. ~aggnago Lampugnani and A. Sachs Museums, "ForA New 
Mtllemum_ Concept Projects Bulldings•; Edited By; Munich 
London, New Vork; Prestel, 1999; p.13 ' 

the building itself is seen like an important prestige 

element.32 

One of the most striking examples of this situation is the 

Guggenheim Museum of Frank Gehry in Bilbao. The 

surface dimension of the structure makes any 

comparison regarding traditional urban-building relation 

impossible. Especially, façade features that make the 

building harmonieus with the city cannot be observed in 

this building. The building removed the windew's role in 

city-building relationship in traditional façade 

arrangement. Besides, material qualities of titanium are 

completely different than the urban body. As stated by 

Friedman in his book called "Gehry talks": 

"In Bilbao example, the significant architecture and 

brilliant planning can change both the face and the spirit 

of the world's oft-neglected cities."33 

32 Greub S., Greub T., 2007, Museums in the 21st Century-
2oncept~, Projec~s, Buildings, Prestel Verlag, Munich. 

M. Fnedman, Gehry Talks: Architecture + Process" Rizzoli 
New Vork, 1999, p. 24 ' ' 
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Many cities have been aided by museum architecture, 

which has evolved and created new ways to shape these 

places of memory and colleelive identity, thus increasing 

!heir importance.34 

The new image of the city Bilbao resting on the contrast 

of Guggenheim Museum design with the city, the new 

image of the city Liege is considered in a different way 

with CIAC building. In the later chapters there discussed 

with which tools are the new image of the city is 

designed. 

34 
G. Camin, "MUSEUMS- Masterpieces of Architecture in the 

World", Valencia, 2007, p. 13 
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CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT 

Museums are public buildings and it is nol possible to 

consider those only in building scale. Firstly, the city that 

the museum will be located, the needs of the city or the 

inputs tor the design should be investigated and the 

design should be considered within this understanding. 

As mentioned in previous chapter, museums are highly 

significant tools lor creating new !aces of the cities. Even 

in the cities like Bilbao, it is possible to ereale a new and 

powertul identity by museum building design. 

Liege city where CIAC Building will be located can be 

identified as neither a metropol nor a city with prominent 

identity. Liège Guillemins TGV Station of Santiago 

Calatrava compieled in 2009 was not alone sufficient to 

animate the city. Because tor the visitors, there is no 

contemporary design in the city following this landmark 

they encountered at first sight. Constructing new 

contemporary landmarks become very important tor 

Liège because On 14 December 2009, the town council 

took the unanimous decision to submil the City of Liège's 

application to organize an International Exhibition in 

2017. International Expositions, officially called 

"International Recognized Exhibition", are global events 

which are organized by a city under the auspices of the 

Bureau of International Expositions (BIE).35 

The City of Liège has already hosled two International 

Expos: the Wor1d Exposition of 1905, which shaped the 

district of Vennes and resulted in the construction of the 

Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art (MAMAC) in 

the Pare de la Boverie, and the International Exposition of 

1939 in the Coronmeuse district, which was interrupted 

by the Secend Wor1d War and of which the ice rink is a 

lasting reminder.36 

Word exposition in 1905 was realized in a wide area 

covering Pare de la Boverie ve Grivegnée region. The 

buildings destroyed alter the Expo and only MAMAC 

35 <http://www.liege. be/infos/expo-internationale-20 17 -en>, 
accessed at 11 .12.2010. 
36 <http://www .liege .be/infos/expo-internationale-20 17 -en>, 
accessed at 11 .12.2010. 
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Building was left as a monument. Consequently, there is 

a sentimental importance of the Expo that will be held 

after 112 years. 

By transforming the Mamac (Museum of Modem Art and 

Contemporary Art), the City of Liège wish to complete an 

ambitious project consisting in the creation of an 

International Centre lor Art and Culture (CIAC) on the site 

of Saint-Lambert. 
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2.1. Analyses of the City and the Situation of the 

Is land 

Uege is located in the northeast of Belgium and very 

close to Gennan and Dutch border. lt shows similarities 

with Aachen in Germany and Maastricht in Netherlands in 

terms of number of inhabitants. The location of the city in 

the borders of three countries provides the advantage of 

receiving tourists from other countries. Meuse river 

flowing from north to south not only divides the city into 

two parts but also creates two islands in the city center. 

The island in the south is the one that MAMAC Building is 

located. For the location of the building, there made 

accessibility analyses eensidaring airport, highway 

corridors, bus lines, train lines, car lines and pedestrian 

lines since the island and the museum is to serve for 

international purpose. The island is 20km away from the 

airport and the main highway through Maastricht and 

Luxembourg passes from a walking distance from the 

island. The train station designed by Calatrava is the 

ciosest stop point to the museum. This shows the 

accessibility of the island for the visitors coming outside 

the city. The central bus stations are in the train station of 

Calatrava and the city center. Even some existing bus 

routes may turn into art route of the city from station to 

centre. By that way, it can be shown that new circus of 

leisure areas were already created and the route 

changed. Newly coming visitors will first visit the museum, 

stop at Mediacite designed to create another Expo 

landmark and continue to the art center in the city. 

At this point, it can be drawn an important conclusion 

about the location of island and the museum. Although 

the museum is located on an isolated island, at the same 

time it is right in the center of the city. The island is both 

in the middle of the transportation lines and in the off

crowd part of the city. This situation can be called as 

"complexity in simplicity". This conclusion is an important 

input for the concept process of the design. 

There is only one problem for the transportation to the 

island. A new pedestrian way is arranged from TGV 

station to the river. In the point where the pathway is 

finished at the river, the façade of the museum building is 

25 



perceived. However, although MAMAC building is seen 

with 1 0 min walk by the pedestrian axis, it is nol easy to 

gel to !he island. There needed to walk away trom the 

museum to the north, to cross the bridge and walk south 

to gel to !he museum. In other words, !he way to gel to 

the museum first is to walk away trom the museum. This 

problem affects the accessibility of !he museum 

negatively. After seeing !he museum to provide the 

access to !he island with a pedestrian bridge without 

walking away trom it is the first decision made in urban 

scale. 
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2.2. Analyses of the Is land 

Boverie Park in Liege is home to the city's MAMAC or 

Museum of modern and contemporary art. Formerly a 

centra lor fine art established in 1905 by architacts Hasse 

and Charles Soubra lor the Universa! Expo in 1905, the 

museum offers a retrospective of the changing face of 

modern and contemporary art from 1850 to the present 

day, with a collection of prestigious paintings and 

sculptures. Works by Corot, Permake and Magritte are 

among the exhibits.37 

When the island is examined alone, there observed some 

problems regarding the location of the museum in the 

island, pedestrian and motorways. First of all, the 

structure of the island is investigated and two different 

characters are determined: urban blocks and nature. 

Curved motorway determining the autobus and vehicle 

routes between two bridges divides the island into two 

parts. Upper part of this raad, there is no pattarn to give 

the feeling of living on an island because it is surrounded 

37 
<http://uk.eurostar .com/ukltravel· to-belgium/travel-to-wallonialtravel-to

liege/a ttractions/m am ac-museum -of-m odern-and-contem porary-art- in-liege-idp-
8331821 > accessed at 5., .2011 

by the urban block pattern. On the lower part of the raad 

there is a different area surrounded by British and French 

gardens. Around these gardens, there observed hotel, 

conference hall, baat house and MAMAC Building 

working as separate pavilions. lt should be underlined 

that the island was designed as separate pavilions in 

1905 Expo. 

How and trom which directions the museum is perceived 

is highly important at the natura! part of the island. 

Generally approached from the north, the main entrance 

was taken to the north, the short side of the building 

contradictory to 19th century building typology. People 

coming to the island lor the museum enter the building 

from the north and leave from the samedirection without 

experiencing the rest of the island. The island is generally 

led by the jogging people or canoe sport executed in the 

baat house. French garden part of the island instead of 

being experienced interactively by the observers is seen 

trom the windows at the south of the building whereas the 

location of the French garden in the island is very 

important. MAMAC Building by the help of this garden 

defined its borders clearly and instead of being dispersed 
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in the open space like 3 ether pavilion in the nature part 

of the island is connected more in the direction of the 

green part. Within this framework, it is aimed to underline 

the physicallocation of the French Garden and make this 

part of the island werk as positive land. 

Pedestrian ways and roads need arrangement in the 

island. Only with the new bridge for the pedestrian use, 

the majority of the pedestrian flow will take place from this 

area. Thus, the small lake in the middle of English 

Garden is more emphasized. The perception of the 

nature starting from this area is continued with freeing the 

south of the island by the destructien of "Union Nautique" 

building in the south of the island, in a way, creating 

unlimited visual ambiance. Roads approaching Boat 

House and Union Nautique building are removed and the 

naturalness of the island is protected by people and 

trees. 

The location of the suggested additional buildings is 

defined by the aim of clarifying the boundaries of the 

MAMAC Building mass and the settiement of it on the 

island. Café building holds the south end of the French 

Garden providing a dual visuality between two buildings 

while auditorium and exhibition hall define limits of the 

long/west side of MAMAC Building. 

In the part named nature, the disconnection of the 

buildings are very important for the settiement criteria. 

For any visitor to the island, auditorium-additional 

exhibition haii-MAMAC trio looks like separate buildings 

without any relation. However, when the island is 

experienced, visitors will realize that in front of MAMAC 

there is no entrance for these two pavilions. Two self 

standing buildings in the island and existing building 

framed with roof will not be defined at first sight. For the 

access to these two buildings, firstly, it is necessary to 

enter the main building (MAMAC) and use the 

underground passage ways to get into the additional 

buildings. 
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General settiement decisions in the design are 

summarized in this chapter. The design will be explained 

in a detailed way in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3: PHILOSOPHY 

The location of the museum in the city is considered as a 

very important input. The island the museum is situated is 

in the city center while being outside the city crowd and 

structural density. In the part of the island called "nature", 

due to the natura! environment and MAMAC Building's 

being classica! 191h century building, simplicity is come 

into prominence. This situation is called as "complexity in 

simplicity". 

MAMAC Building is commonly seen classica! 19th century 

building therefore it is hard to call this building as a 

museum building. Actually, like a container it can host 

another different program inside. The components of this 

building can be given under four headings: Floor, 

displayed objects, observer and cover. Although on the 

samesurface it lodges displayed object and observer due 

to its program, the cover on its top closed this public 

space. Front façade being the symbol of 191
h century 

architecture by emphasizing the massiveness of the 

building prevents the program at the interior. This building 

can be seen as a building that imprisons whatever it 

contains inside in a prismatic volume with omamental 

façade to create an image. 

Concept Diagram 1. Components of MAMAC 
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The role of museum buildings in creating a new face tor 

the cities is discussed in previous chapters. lndeed, with 

the transformation of MAMAC Building into CIAC Building 

it is aimed to create a new image tor the city. With the 

notion of "new face" although it is meant an abstract 

vision, in this design "the face" is taken as 191
h century 

front façade. On the way to change the image of the city, 

it is aimed to make a design based on the existing 

façade. 

At this point, transparency has an important role since 

the purpose is not to remove the old façade completely 

but to use it as a background. The contrast of existing 

simplicity-complexity and the museum's appearance of a 

palace despite it is a simple prismatic volume 

necessitates the evaluation of transparency in this 

direction. 

3.1. Transparency 

According According to the Webster New International 

Dictionary definition; Trans-par'en-cy means, 1. Quality of 

state of being transparent; transparence. 2. That which is 

transparent; esp., a picture or other matter tor exhibition, 

made upon glass, thin cloth, paper, porcelain, or the like, 

intended to be viewed by the aid of light shining through 

it; hence, a framewerk covered with thin cloth or paper 

bearing a device or devices tor public display and 

lightened trom within. 3. A burlesque title of honor; - a 

literal translation of the German title of honor, 

Durchlaucht; as, His Transparency, the Duke. 38 

According to this definition, C. Rowe concluded as 

fellows: "the quality, or state, of being transparent is both 

a material condition-that of being pervious to light and air

and the result of an intellectual imperative, of our inherent 

demand tor that which should be easily detected, 

perfectly evident, and tree of dissimulation."39 

38Webster's New International Dictionary, Second Edition in C. 
Rowe, and R. Slutzky, "Transparency", Birkhauser, Berlin, 1997, 

r.· 21 9 C. Rowe, and R. Slutzky, "Transparency", Birkhauser, Berlin, 
1997, p.22 
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Transparency as a meaning went beyond the condition of 

seeing behind an object and started to have different 

meanings. These meanings can be an inherent quality of 

substance as well as an inherent quality of organization. 

Within this understanding, transparency is divided into 

two as literal and phenomenal. 

While literal transparency derives from cubist painting 

and from what is usually designated as the machine 

aesthetic, phenomenal transparency probably derives 

from cubist painting alone; and a cubist canvas of around 

1911 or 1912 would serveto illustrate the presence of 

both orders, or levels, and transparent.40 

A further level interpretation of transparency is made as 

follows by Gyorgy Kepes in his book called Language of 

Vision: 

"lf one sees two or more figures partly overlapping one 

another, and each of them claims for ltself the common 

overlappad part, then one is confronted with a 

contradiction of spatial dimensions. To resolve this 

40 C. Rowe, and R. Slutzky, "Transparency•, Birkhauser, Berlin, 
1997, p.23 

contradiction, one must assume the presence of a new 

optica! quality. The figures are endowed with 

transparency; that is they are able to interpenetrate 

without an optica/ destruction of each other. 

Transparency however implies more than an optica! 

characteristic; it implies a braader spatlal order. 

Transparency means a simultaneous perception of 

different spatlal locations. Space not only racedes but 

fluctuates in a continuous actlvity. The position of the 

transparent figures has equivocal meaning as one sees 

each figure now as the closer, now as the further one ..... 1 

Within this framework, considering CIAC design, the 

design is composed of a simple glass box located in front 

of existing building and looks rather literal. lf this glass 

box design is moved to somewhere else in the world, this 

design does not mean anything because what makes this 

glass box special is its relationship with its environment 

and MAMAC Building. 

41 G. Kepes, "The Language of Vlslon•, Paul Theobald, Chicago 
1944, p.77 in C. Rowe, and R. Slutzky, "Transparency•, 
Birkhauser, Berlin, 1997, p. 22-23 
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As discussed, MAMAC Building is composed of a façade 

and displayed object and observer hidden behind this 

façade. In the design, these two notions are taken as two 

layers. Glass box is not observed as a mass but it is seen 

as a space made of different layers added in front of 

MAMAC Building. This layers are as follows from the 

existing building to additional building: 1. Displayed object 

and observer, 2.19111 century façade, 3. Inner art street, 4. 

Back façade, 5. Displayed object and observer, 6. 

Circulation, 7. Construction system, . Double gazed front 

façade. 

These layers do not result from a material based 

deduction. Although by the locating of the layers material

program-spacing concepts play important role, the main 

idea is the flow of these layers visually on each other. 

Once it is been thought a layer is finished, another one 

starts and at this point a different experienced is 

witnessed. 

Concept Diagram 2. Layers of CIAC 

Within this understanding, at first sight there thought to 

have a literal transparency due to the simplicity of the 

design, actually, the concept of the design is based on 

the complexity as a result of the superimposition of 

severallayers, i.e. phenomenal transparency. Thus, there 

provided a transition from material to immaterial. 

Transparency arises wherever there are locations in 

space which can be assigned to two or more systems of 

raferenee - where the classification is undefined and the 

choice between one classification possibility or another 
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remains open.42 A transparent organization of space 

allows and even eneaurages multiple readings of the 

interconnections between the parts of a whole system of 

related spaces, a built-in flexibility of use.43 

The difficulties of the glass box, however, go much 

deeper than the temperature of the skin. In them we see 

modern technology used to make coherent structure, as 

the Enlightenment would have conceived of physical 

coherence - all the rooms flowing into one another, the 

building and its surroundings visually interwoven. Yet 

these structures also betray strong powers of isolation; 

they are "integrated" objects that can be sealed.44 

To express better the stratification and intertwining 

concepts, Villa Stein by Le Gorbusier and CIAC Building 

will be compared. With this comparison, the resolution of 

the construction of the building was obtained and lor the 

formation of the façade there applied an original method. 

42 C. Rowe, and R. Slutzky, "Transparency", Birkhauser, Berlin , 
1997, p. 61 
43 C. Rowe, and R. Slutzky, "Transparency" (Bernhard Hoesli , 
Transparent Form-organization as an Instrument of Design), 
Birkhauser, Berlin, 1997, p. 9B 
44 R.Sennett,"The Conscience of the Eye:The Design and Social 
Life of Cities", London, 1992, p. 109 

3.1.1. Comparison Between Villa Stein and CIAC 

There are some similarities and ditlerences between the 

Villa Stein of Le Gorbusier on which the phenomenal 

transparency discussed a lot and CIAC Building. For the 

evaluation of Villa Stein Malcontenta house of Palladia 

designed in 1550-60 is selected and lor CIAC, MAMAC 

Building of Hasse and Charles Soubra in 1905. 

Both Villa Stein and Malcontenta are blocks of 

eerrasponding volume, each measuring 8 units in length, 

by 5Y2 in breadth, by 5 in height. lf the distribution of basic 

horizontal coordinates is much the same, there are still 

soma significant ditlerences relating to the distribution of 

those lines of support which parallel the facades. At 

Garches, reading trom front to back, the fundamental 

spatial interval proceeds in the ratio of Y2: 1 Y2: 1 Y2: 1 Y2: Y2, 

while at Malcontenta the sequence is 2: 2: 1 Y2. In other 

words, by the use of a cantilevered half unit, Le Gorbusier 

obtains a compression lor his central bay; while Palladia 
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secures dominance for his central division with a 

progression towards his portico. 4S 

The boundary of CIAC Building is created based 

on the ratios and the axis directions of MAMAC 

Building. Two axes systems are generated as 

main and secondary by repeating the axes of 

MAMAC with the same ratios. The first axis 

direction arranges the offset of the extension from 

the existing one, program defragmentation and the 

new fa~ade, second axis defines the colonnaded 

access area. The intersection of two axes 

determines the load carrying system of the 

extension. 

45 C. Rowe, "The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa and Other 
Essays", london: MIT Press, 1977, p. 4 

Concept Diagram 3. Main and secondary axes directions 
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Besides, there is a ditterenee between Villa Stein and 

GIAG in terms of plane&layer stratifying system. 

Designed as a private house, Villa Stein does nat have 

any ether layer ether than "material and space" while 

being a public building GIAG has "object-human-inner 

street/spacing" concepts in addition to "material-space" 

layers. 

Palladia's structural system makes it almast necessary to 

repeat the same plan on every level of the building, while 

point support allows Le Gorbusier a flexible arrangement; 

but both architacts make a claim which is somewhat in 

excess of the reasans they advance. Solid wall 

structures, Palladia declares, demand absolute 

symmetry; a frame building. Le Gorbusier announces 

requires a free arrangement: but these must be, at least 

partly, the personal exigencies of high style - for 

asymmetrical buildings of traditional structure remain 

standing and even frame buildings of conventional plan 

continue to give satisfaction.46 

40 C. Rowe, "The Mathernaties of the ldeal Villa and Other 
Essays·. London: MIT Press, 19n, p. 6 

MAMAG exhibits a massive appearance as a result of 

being masonry construction. While for Glass Box and 

colonnadeel access there used steel columns. Symmetry 

of the existing masonry building is tried to be disturbed by 

the technology of the time in the extension building. By 

this way, in the newly introduced image, there obtained 

complexity contrast by the superimposition of the 

buildings with simplicity when eensidared separately. 

Throughout Villa Stein, there is that contradietien of 

spatial dimensions which Kepes recognizes as a 

characteristic of transparency. There is a continuous 

dialeetic between fact and implication. The reality of deep 

space is constantly opposed to the interenee of shallow 

space; and by means of the resultant tension, reading 

aftar reading is enforced. The five layers of space which 

throughout each vertical dimension divide the building's 

volume and the four layers which cut it horizontally will all 

from time to time claim attention; and this gridding of 
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space will then result in continuous fluctuations of 

interpretation. 47 

r-n-r------rll 
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Concept Diagram 4 . Malcontenta-Stein48 and MAMAC • 

CIAC analytica! diagrams. 

47 C. Rowe, and R. Slutzky, "Transparsncy~ Birkhauser, Berlin, 1997, 
~ 41 

C. Rowe, "The Mathematics of the ldeaJ Villa and Other Essays•, 
London: MIT Press, 19n, p. 5 

As seen in the figures, in Villa Stein and CIAC that are 

based on two buildings of the past, Malcontenta and 

MAMAC, there are some similarities in the façade design . 

Le Gorbusier decomposed the ratio "2" of Malcontenta 

house as "Y2 and 1 Y2" and solved the façade structure in 

this "!h" part. In CIAC Building design the ratios of the 

existing building is continued and axes system, "1" is 

decomposed as "Y2 ve 1Y2". To form the façade there 

used the same ratios both in Villa Stein and CIAC 

Building. 

The summary of Colin Rowe can be used for both 

buildings: 

"Each of planes is incomplete in itself or perhaps even 

fragmentary; yet it is with these parallel planes as points 

of raferenee that the facade is organized, and the 

implication of all is of a vertical, layer like stratification of 

the interior space of the building, a succession of laterally 

extended spaces traveling one behind the other.oo49 

40 C. Rowe, and R. Slutzky, "Transparency", Birkhauser, Berlin, 
1997, p. 38 
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As a result of this comparison and analysis, the design of 

glass box that is made tor the transfonnation of MAMAC 

into CIAC although seems to exhiblt literal transparency, 

actually the tonnation steps of the building are based on 

phenomenal transparency. In other words, as the result 

obtained through analyses it is claimed that in the new 

building, too, there is complexity in simplicity. 

LUl 
Concept Diagram 5. New front facade 
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3.2. Vlsibllity 

Public buildings should be able to reflect the dynamism at 

the interior by being visible rather than being hidden 

inside a prismatic volume. According to Coop Himmelblau 

who takes heed of publicity and visibility, the definition of 

publicity is "to see and being seen."50 

Seeing what you cannot hear, touch or teel increases the 

sense that what is inside, is inaccessible.51 We only see 

what we look at. To look is an act of choice. As a result of 

this act, what we see is brought within our reach - though 

not necessarily within arm's reach. We never look at jus! 

one thing; we are always looking at the relation between 

things and ourselves. Our vision is continually active, 

continually moving, continually holding things in a circle 

around itself, constituting what is present to us as we are. 

Soon after we can see, we areaware that we can only be 

seen. The eye of the other combines with our own eye to 

50 Archieve Coop Himmelb(l)au; in Werner F.; "Covering + 
Exposing _ Ttle Architecture Of Coop Himmelb(l)au"; Birkhäuser; 
Translated By Micheal Robinson, London; Pg 42; 2000. 
51 R.Sennett,"The Conscience of the Eye:The Design and Social 
Life of Cities", London, 1992, p. 110 

make it fully credible that we are part of the visible 

wor1d.52 

In museum building, the main activity, too, is to see. The 

displayed objects are seen, provided information is read 

and digested. The advantage of executing an important 

action as "seeing" a glass building is at the same time to 

be "being seen". While the visitors of the museum see the 

objects, people in the city see their action of seeing inside 

!he museum. Thus, building ilself, too, takes part as a 

displayed object in the city. As stated by Giedon in his 

words, visual "penetration" between the inside and the 

outside"53 is the main concern to be achieved in this 

project. 

Coop Himmelblau believe that there should be a direct 

correlation between the building and the city and 

sametimes this correlation can be provided by jus! 

visibility. "The content of the building is visible as much as 

52 J. Berger, "Ways of Seeing", Uniled Stales of America, 1977, 
p,.S-9 

3 R.Sennett, "The Conscience of the Eye:The Design and Social 
Life of Cities", London , 1992, p. 110 
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the city is visible from the building. lt is an inside-out 

building which sustains a dialogue with the city." 54 55 56 

Concept Diagram 6.Superimposition of layers 

04 Get 011 OI My Cloud; Wolf D. Prix Coop Himmelb(l)au Texts 
1968·2005; Edited By Martina Kandeler·Fritsch And Thomas 
Kramer; Stuttgart ; Pg 172; 2005. 
55 Galerie Aedes (publ.), Coop Hlmmelb(l)au, The Vienna Trilogy 
+ One Cinema, Berlin 1998, p. V; in Werner F.; •covering + 
Exposing _ The Architecture OI Coop Himmelb(l)au"; Birkhäuser; 
Translated By Micheal Roblnson, London; Pg 56; 2000. 
50 Architecture & Urbanism; July 1998; No: 334; Pg 58 
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CHAPTER 4: CONDITION-DESIGN 

The architecture of a museum building must tunetion in 

the dialogue between building and art, architecture and 

user. In the recent museum buildings that were designed 

after 2000, five tendencies can be examined in the 

architecture of the buildings which are classic modesty, 

new transparency, new missions, new symbolism and 

new body raferenee (Greub S., Greub T., 2007). 57 

In this study, one of the stances explained above, "new 

transparency" is discussed. Museum is a temple, a kind 

of box where we store our goodies and spiritually enjoy 

how they rot. 58 Considering MAMAC as a box in this 

sense, the interior of the simple farm glass box added 

with literal meaning will be discussed with drawings in this 

chapter. 

57 Greub S., Greub T., 2007, Museums in the 21 st Century
Concepts, Projects, Buildings, Prestel Verlag, Munich. 
58 v. Maggnago Lampugnani and A. Sachs Museums, "ForA New 
Millenium_ Concept Projects Buildings"; Edited By; Munich, 
London, New York; Prestel, 1999; p.29 

However, primarily in what sense the content of the 

museum is fragmented will be inspected to fellow up the 

project accurately. According to Edelman, components of 

museums are divided into 3 parts: 

1. Catchment areas (reception, lobby, coat check, 

restaurant, cafetaria) 

2. Presentation area (galleries, exhibition rooms) 

3. Offices, workshops, administration, storage, 

conservation, etc.59 

Vet in this design these three parts are considered in a 

different way: 

1. Catchment areas (reception, lobby, coat check, 

administration, storage) 

2. Presentation area (191
h century building, glass box 

and inner art st reet) 

3. Workshop, shop, café and auditorium. 

59 F. Edelman, "L' Archietcture de la maison des muses," in Le 
Monde, January 14 Issue, 1988 in V. Maggnago Lampugnani and A. 
Sachs Museums, "For A New Millenium_ Concept Projects 
Buildings"; Edited By; Munich, London, New York; Prestel, 1999; p.21 
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The island not only consistsof only museum program, but 

also it is home to a serles of structures dedicated to 

various kinds of recreational and cultural activities, such 

as workshop, auditorium which hosts meetings and 

conferences and café. 

In the design all programs are disintegrated and left 

simple. Spaces as shop, café and auditorium mentioned 

in 3rd part turn out to be buildings on their own. Exhibition 

space thought to be under the shadow of secondary 

programs like those is the focal point of this design. 

People coming to experience the extension building have 

to meet with the art itself. Otherwise, they cannot live the 

state of being inside the building but only can perceive 

the building trom a closer distance. 

Robert Venturi: "The ratio of "space for art" to "space for 

reception and access" was 9:1 in the nineteenth century. 

Today, this ratio is closer to 1:2, i.e only about one third 

of the available space is used for exhibition purposes."60 

00 A. Venturi, "From trwention to Gorwention in Architecture(The 
Tenlh Thomas Cubitt Lecture at lhe Royal Society of Art), • in RSA 
Journal, January, 1988, p. 89-103 in V. Maggnago Lampugnani and 
A. Sachs Museums, "For A New Mil/enium_ Concept Projects 
Buildings•; Edited By: Munich, London, New Vork: Prestel, 1999; p.21 

This extreme change exhibits the surpassing potentlal of 

secondary programs of the main program . Museum 

buildings suppose to display artwork however today the 

total area occupied by secondary programs overtook that 

of main program. This situation is seen as a problem and 

the access part of the building is taken under in-between 

area, the roof as a solution. By means of roof, the visitors 

in the boundaries of the building actually are not got in 

the building yet. Thus, in the building only wicket and 

cloak room are designed, all the areas except trom this is 

used exhibition area at maximum capacity. The ratio is 

changedas 13:1. Moreover, this ratio is only the ratio of 

191h century MAMAC Building. When considered with the 

extension, it can be said that the building is transformed 

into a bare exhibition mass with a ratio of 22:1. 

Old building framed by means of the roof is still the 

building where the main entrance is. The direction of the 

entrance is not changed however, with the change in the 

direction of stalreasas and the use of ramp the entrance 

is rendered more inviting. Due to the conneetion of 

structural system in the roof with glass in all circulation 

areas, the chiaroscuro effect on the floor emphasizes the 
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entrance in an abstract way. Visitors that enter the 

building find themselves in the catchment area where 

wicket and cloak services are provided. Aftar entering the 

existing museum's exhibition area, visitors find 

themselves in a huge area which is divided into 3 parts in 

bath horizontal and vertical directions. 

. . . . . . . . . ' 
• • • !' • • 

. ' 

. ' 

.. : 
+ + 

Concept Diagram 7. Dividing parts of MAMAC 

Parts 1-2-3 is the ones that communicates with the 

extemal wor1d. In this area visual conneetion is provided 

by inner art strest and the extension building. Parts 4-6 

are the parts that orient the ei reulation with finn walls and 

formed by extra mobile walls that can be moved to 

raarrange the areas according to layout requirements and 

the size and types of works to be displayed. The areas 

marked with 7-8-9 are used the massive back façade 

surface of the building as a background. In the center of 

fragmentation, the 5th area a stage and wide stairs 

accompany visitors to downstairs where the exhibition 

commences, progressing through dark video installations. 

In the passage under the ground level between the 

extension and main building, there designed a dark 

exhibition hall and in this hall video works of saveral 

important artists like Bruce Nauman, Miehal Rovner, Kiki 

Seror, Masamichi Udagawa and Hiraki Sawa. While 

watching the videos in this dark space, the light of the 

glass box further on seeps through the space. Here the 

light orients the people. When the observers get through 

the luminous part, they find themselves in a volume with 

53 m in length and 13 m in width. The first object that 
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they perceive in this area is that a huge displayed object 

located in an area with 10 m height. 

Volume is pragmatically divided into two: exhibition and 

circulation. Observers can go upstairs either by stage or a 

long staircase covering the façade alter experiencing 

video installations in giant sereens in an area with 6.5 m 

in height at the ground level. 

The elevation of the second floor is adjusted to have the 

same elevation with the ground elevation of the main 

building. By this way, both the observers in main building 

and in the extension can interact visually and this 

situation will be perceived by the citizens as the 

transposition of interior space to exterior space by the 

superimposition of the people in the second floor with the 

façade of the main building. In this floor, opaque glass is 

used as a floor materiaL With the use of this material, a 

vertical visuality is achieved when the people in the video 

floor look up to the slab and see the lootsteps of the 

people in the upper floor. 

The position of the walls in this floor is adjusted according 

to the window widths of the main building. The surfaces 

where the windows existed are lelt empty lor not to 

prevent the sight of the people in the main building and 

as a result there created a view framewerk with these 

walls. Narrow spacings created due to the position of 

walls are aimed to turn into areas lor different 

experiences as in the example of Bruce Numan's Video 

Corridor. 

As lor other walls, they host a series of existing building's 

permanent collection, many of which have subsequently 

become traveling exhibitions by being borrowed by other 

museums. Nevertheless, in the drawing, this floor 

presents a chronological display of existing buildign's 

colleetien stretching back in time from 1800s to the 20th 

century. 

Average viewing distance for the flat displays on vertical 

surfaces is defined as 1050 mm. This distance is directly 

proportional to the sizes of the paintings. Average adult 

eye height is 1550 mm. Luminaries positioned so that the 

beam center axis is 30 degrees from the vertical, which is 

also illustrated in Figure x, helps to produce minimal 

shadows and glare free viewing. This situation also 
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allows 1he visitors to approach the artifact closely without 

casting 1heir shadow. The mounting distance of lamps (x) 

is given in Formula: The mounting distance of lamps (x) = 

(Ceiling height- Eye level) x 0.577 61 

Picture 1. The mounting diagram for a vertical surface 
62(1ESNA RP 30, 1996). 

81 IESNA RP 30, "Museum And Art Gal/ery Lighting': A 
Recommended Practica, 1 996. 
62 IESNA RP 30, "Museum And Art Gal/ery Lighting': A 
Recommended Practica, 1996. 

In 1his design, this exhibition system is abided by. 

However, in the design the most effective illuminating 

tolls is 1he glass used in the surfaces, i.e. natural light. 

According to Kimbali Art Museum's first director, Richard 

Brow: 

"The natural light should be an integral part of the 

museum program so that the visitors should be in touch 

with the ever-changing wor1d outside the museum . ..63 

Since 1he museums cannot be sparklingly illuminated 

spaces, without leaving the visuality concept, there 

suggested some solutions in the façade. For 1he design 

of the solutions, the system utilized in New Acrepolis 

Museum in A1hens by Bemard Tschumi is used as a 

souree of inspiration. New Acrepolis Museum, too, 

considered the visuality and achieved the necessary 

illumination by Arup Company. In the Figure below, a 

photograph trom the double glazed façade of the building 

under construction is given. 

83 F. Worth, "Louts Kahn and the Art of Light Kimbe/1 Art Museum• 
- Calendar Thirty Year Anniversary Issue, 2003, p. 14·15 
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Picture 2. Double glazed façade of New Acrepolis 

Museum64 

In New Acrepolis Design, creating a glass box in a 

elimate where temperatures can reach 120 dagrees is 

also not an easy task. Because of that, the design team 

creates a ventilated façade for the Parthenen Gallery. 

The double skin, hung trom the steel roof structure, has 

an outer Jayer of double-glazed low-iron glass with a 

glare-cutting frit. The denslty of the pattem decreasas 

.. "A Tempte to Transparency Rlses in Athens", Architectural 
Record, June 2007, p. 176. 

trom 100 percent near the ceiling to zero at eye level, so 

that views of the Parthenen and Athens are not 

obstructed. The inner Jayer, which is suspended about 8 

feet above the floor, is made of single-glazed laminated 

!ow-iron glass. Separating the two layers are 26-inch

wide vertical glass fins with roller blinds installed between 

each to further control glare. The gap between the glazed 

surfaces is part of a displacement ventilation system. 

Cool air supplied at the floor is drawn through the cavity 

and evacuated at the top. The arrangement keeps the 

façade and ceiling tree of distracting mechanica! 

apparatus, explains Raymond Quinn, Arup principal. 

"Nothing detracts trom the view toward the marbles or the 

Parthenon. • 65 

The double skin system is used in a sim i lar way in CIAC 

design. The double skin systems at west and south 

façades are associated with the program. The second 

layer inside the outer glass Jayer with 11 m is extended 

6m downwards thus terminating the second Jayer around 

05 "A Temple to Transparency Rises In Athens•, ArcMectural 
Record, June 2007, p. 179 . 
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the adult eye height level of the observers in the picture 

gallery. In the east side of the building there used one 

layer façade since it is under the shadow of MAMAC 

Building. 

At the topmost floor, it is seen that this floor is dedicated 

to the exhibition of artworks. The works of art objects are 

completely !ree to express themselves, either individually 

or in synergy.The image of the building will also change 

with the change of the temporary exhibitions in this floor. 

Vertical visuality is achieved by the material 

differentiation. The perception of the big object at 10 m 

alevation from the top is made possible by the use of 

steel cell on the sculpture floor. Therefore, in this design 

both vertical and horizontal visuality are in the forefront. 
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Drawing 1. Site plan 64 



Drawing 2. -4.00 Floor Plan nvideo Exhibition" 
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Drawing 7. BB-Transverse Section 71 



Drawing 8. CC-Transverse Sectien 
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Drawing 9. DO-T ransverse Sectien 
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Drawing 1 0. Portico 73 



Drawing 11. Main access connecting existing building with extension 74 



Drawing 12. View from stairs 75 



Drawing 13. Video installation 76 



Drawing 14. Viewfrom atrium to glass box 77 



Drawing 15. Video trom atrium to second tloor 78 



Drawing 16. Second/Picture exhibition floor 79 



Drawing 17. Third/Sculpture exhibition floor 80 



Drawing 18. Inner art street 81 



Drawing 19. Auditorium and exhibition pavillions 82 
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Drawing 21. West facade perception 84 
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Drawing 23. North facade perception 86 



Drawing 24. South Facade 88 
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Drawing 25. South facade perception 88 



Drawing 26. Detail Section 
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Drawing 27. Viewing the island trom south to north 90 



Drawing 28. Viewing the island from north to south 91 



Drawing 29. Shop/Wori<shop Plan 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

In contemporary architecture, museum designs are very 

important discussion grounds for the created urban, public and 

objective contents. These buildings both define a new publicity 

description and contribute significantly for the formation of new 

images of the cities. 

Regarding the location in the city the replacement of the 

churches of the past with the museum buildings, there 

reached the conclusion on the importance of museum 

accessibility and accordingly the accessibility of MAMAC 

Building is analyzed. MAMAC Building is located in the island 

in the city center and very near to the ·new landmark of the 

city, the Guillemins TGV Station of Calatrava. In consequence 

of its location, the transportation to the island constitutes an 

important input for the design. As a result of the analyses, 

there determined an insufficiency in the pedestrian 

accessibility and as a salution in that direction there suggested 

a new pedestrian bridge. The museum at ene point is isolated 

due to its location on an island however its accessibility by all 

means of transportation makes it very central. This situation is 

evaluated as a contrast for the formation of the concept of the 

design and discussed under the notion of complexity in 

simplicity. 

Today, it is observed that museum buildings are net only 

places for the exhibition programs but also for secondary 

programs like recreational activities with shops and cafés. 

Even the observations revealed that these secondary 

programs surpass the main programs, i.e. the visitors only use 

the secondary programs. This situation is net found in 

accordance with the urban and programmatic contents of the 

museum building and in the design all programs are separated 

from each ether. With this separation, secondary programs 

are designed in the continuity of the main program. For 

instance, the existing Beat House in the island is turned into a 

workshop and café building is added to the end of French 

Garden that defines the boundaries of MAMAC museum. By 

this way, barely used part of the island is envisaged to be 

used more as a result of the attractiveness of café program. 

Due to its location in the island French garden used under its 

potential and defined as a negative area is made a visual 
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component between MAMAG Building and café . By this way, it 

is aimed to use at least the visual potential of this negative 

area. In the south of MAMAG Building there located café and 

constituting the main concern, exhibition building is located in 

frontal/west side of the building. Thus, the boundaries of 

MAMAG are redefined from these two directions. 

Alter these processes, as a 191
h century building MAMAG is 

investigated. This building is composed of façades placed on 

a prismatic volume and has the traditional features regarding 

ornamentation of 191
h century classica! architecture. The 

current investigation is on the components of the building as 

well as the façade characteristics. This decorated prismatic 

volume in its boundaries has "floor, displayed object, observer 

and cover" components. When the relations of these 

components with the city are considered , it can be seen that 

they only serve to the program inside the building and do not 

have any architectural characteristics intended lor the 

continuity of the city and the publicity. At this point, the 

expansion of the publicity is based on "see" and "being seen" 

concepts of Goop Himmelblau. In this respect, "see" is the 

perception of the city and displayed objects by the observer 

and "being seen" is the perception of the building and the 

people inside by the citizens of the city. 

The enrichment of "see" and "being seen" concepts in the 

design is developed by the features of glass and construction 

system. Within this period, the theoretica! underlying of the 

study is basedon the artiele called "Transparency" by G.Rowe 

and A. Slutzky. This artiele fundamentally discussas the 

transparency concept and divides it into two as literal and 

phenomenal. The farmer one is defined as the inherent quality 

of substance while latter is defined as inherent quality of 

organization. 

New design is developed by associating it with the contents of 

phenomenal transparency. The transformation of MAMAG 

Building into GIAG, at first sight, is perceived as a literal 

transparency by the addition of glass box; however, in the 

basis of the design there lie a phenomenal arrangement. The 

content of phenomenal arrangement and what it means in a 

design is discussed on the example of Ville Stein. Le 

Gorbusier reconsidered the layers formed by Palladia in the 

design of Villa Stein. Le Gorbusier created layers as Palladia 
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however changed the ratios of Palladio. In the core of this 

case there is a Y2 unit difference. Le Gorbusier with the 

dilterenee of Y2 units both created a space tor transparency 

and stayed loyal to the ratios of the building. Rowe evaluates 

this transparency understanding as phenomenal concept. In 

Villa Stein, layers with phenomenal transparency enabled the 

interaction of every layer with each other and the flow of layers 

into each other in visual and plan plane. With phenomenal 

transparency each layer Iorming the building could interseet 

with other layers and there created an integrity. The most 

important point in that design was that all the layers that 

created the intersectien did nol mean anything alone but the 

meaning was reached by the integrity of all. 

Within this understanding, MAMAC Building is first 

defragmented into its layers. In this defragmentation, 

observer-displaced object inside the building and 191
h century 

Irontal façade are main constituent. Later in front of the 

building there necessitated the inner art streel, back façade, 

observer-displayed object, circulation, construction system 

and double glazed front façade layers. These constituents are 

organized to set up the phenomenal transparency. The main 

purpose, here, is the flow of every single layer to another layer 

visually. These layers placed with different spacing definitions 

came into prominenee as material, program or spacing at 

times. Here, there is the transition trom material to immaterial. 

To sum up, the data obtained through urban analyses enabled 

the definition of simplicity and complexity. Simplicity is 

accepted as literal while complexity is the phenomenal one. In 

this respect, CIAC building with its simple form can exhibit 

literal features however, with the layers inside, their flow into 

each other, programmatic features can be seen as 

phenomenal. Therefore, the plan, model and 30 modeling 

tools of the building are used to explain the largeled 

phenomenality. The fundamental aim here is to set a qualified 

relation with city-building-program and the concept by the 

mediation of the architecture. 
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